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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR

There are many useful applications for applying diameter,
ovality, Wall thickness and eccentricity determinations to
pipe and tubes. Engineers use the combination of pipe Wall
thickness and ovality for their burst and collapse calcula
tions The process of bending straight pipe to make it into a

MEASURING WALL THICKNESS, OVALITY
OF TUBULAR MATERIALS
CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

coil distorts its original, circular cross-section into an oval
and leaves it With a permanent curvature. Codes prohibit
installing pipe that is more than 5% oval. The diameter and

This application claims priority to a provisional patent
application by the same inventors, entitled: “Method and

ovality (shape) of pipe ends can greatly complicate aligning
the ends for butt-Welding the pipes together. Drill pipe is

Apparatus for Measuring Wall Thickness, Ovality of Tubu

subjected to both outside and inside Wear due to the envi
ronment Codes govern the dimensional properties of drill

lar Materials,” Ser. No. 60/657,853, ?led on Mar. 2, 2005.

pipe.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention
This invention relates to methods and devices for mea

The present invention comprises a method and apparatus
for measuring Wall thickness and ovality of tubular materi

suring the dimensions and mechanical properties of pipes,
tubes and the like. More particularly, it relates to an ultra
sonic device Which measures the Wall thickness and the

maximum and minimum diameter using an ultrasonic probe,
instrumentation and a triangulated ?xture. It includes sub
sequent calculations of the Wall thickness eccentricity and

the associated ovality [roundness] of the pipe and tube
relative to position.
2. Description of the Related Art

20

a pipe or tube, to also measure the maximum and minimum

diameter and ovality. The transducer Water path is measured
using a knoWn triangulated ?xture for positioning the trans
25

equation; R:(C2/2H)+H/2. Diameter (and associated oval

tubulars. It provides the greatest strengthiie, resistance to
both internal and external pressure4of any knoWn shape.

ity) may be calculated by applying the measured arc height
changes to the mean radius and calculating actual pipe
30

radius at different positions around the circumference of the
pipe or tube.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING
FIGURES

35

Wall provide greater strength and hence greater safety. The
combination of the Wall thickness and associated ovality
data along the length of the tubular is necessary calculations
to determine collapse and burst pressures.
In the past, Wall thickness and ovality have been measured

ducer relative to the surface of the pipe or tube and the mean
radius and center is computed. The mean radius, arc height

(H) and 1/2 chord length (C) are related by the derived

A perfect circle is the most desirable cross section for

Moreover, a perfectly [or near perfect] circular cross section
facilitates the joining of tubulars to ?ttings, additional sec
tions of tubular material and the like.
Wall thickness and Wall integrity are also important
parameters of tubular materials. In general, thicker Walls and
Walls that are free from defects in the material forming the

als. The invention also provides a method for adapting an
ultrasonic device used for measuring the Wall thickness on

FIG. 1 is a cross sectional vieW of a tubular in contact With

an ultrasonic measuring device.

The dimensions of the triangulated ?xture (including
40

height) are ?xed, thus any change in the measured Water
path results in a corresponding opposing increase or

separately, using two different measuring devices. Most

decrease in the chord height (A). From the above diagram

commonly, Wall thickness has been measured using an

the folloWing relationship applies:

ultrasonic instrument With a transducer coupled to the tubu
lar under test With a liquid [Water] interface. The time for the
ultrasonic Waves to re?ect from both the external and
internal surfaces of the tubular is converted into distance

45

(Wall thickness) using the measured the time and the knoWn
velocity of the sound Wave in the material.
Diameter is presently measured using a mechanical
device such as a micrometer, an optical device such as a

50

The preferred ?xture contact points subtend an arc angle
from 90 to 180 degrees.

laser or camera or multiple ultrasound transducers or an

array mounted to a knoWn diameter ?xture reference Which

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

surrounds the tubular.
An oval may be considered a ?attened circle or an ellipse.

An ellipse is a closed plane curve generated by a point

55

Referring noW to FIG. 1, a tubular 2 of diameter D is

moving in such a Way that the sums of its distances from tWo

shoWn in contact With measuring device 12 comprised of
ultrasonic transducer 6 and coupler 4 Which may be ?lled

?xed points (foci) is a constant. The length from one side of
an ellipse to the other Which passes through both foci may
be considered its major diameter. A line perpendicular to the

With a ?uid Which may, in some embodiments, be Water.
Coupler or shoe 4 may include contact rollers 10 for

contacting the external surface of pipe 2. The height E

major diameter and passing through the ellipse at its Widest
part may be considered its minor diameter. Ovality may be
de?ned as being the major diameter minus minor diameter.
A perfect circle has an ovality of Zero. Alternatively, pipe
ovality may be expressed as a percentage:
% Pipe Ovality:lO0><(Max. Diameter-Min. Diam
eter)/Mean Diameter

(H+W) from the ultrasonic transducer 6 and a chord con

necting the contact points of rollers 10 is determined by
manufacture and may be measured.
In certain embodiments, ?xture 12 is not equipped With
65

rollers 10. Nevertheless, the height E from the chord joining
the points of contact and the transducer is ?xed and may be
measured With a high degree of accuracy.
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It Will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that the
Water path distance W betWeen transducer 6 and the external
surface of pipe 2 may be measured electronically by mea

calculating the ovality of the tubular item using the

suring device 12.

correlating calculated ovality and measured Wall thick

The mean radius of pipe 2 is calculated using the average
arc heights (H) for one revolution, the ?xed (measured)

reporting correlated ovality and Wall thickness values.

difference betWeen the maximum and minimum diam
eters determined per revolution;
ness values; and

transducer-to-chord distance E (Where E:H+W), and the

2. A method as recited in claim 1 Wherein the measuring

equation:

device is an ultrasound transducer.

3. A method as recited in claim 1 Wherein reporting

correlated ovality and Wall thickness values comprises dis

The mean radius of the pipe describes the theoretical pipe
center and circumference to Which the ovality has been
applied. The diameter and circumference may be calculated
from the equations of a circle. Alternately the circumference
may be measured and the theoretical pipe center and radius
calculated.
The theoretical circle describes the real pipe circumfer
ence and applicable center for a circle, for an oval shape it

is assumed that the change in (A) relative to the major and
minor axis Will be negated and the difference betWeen the
measured maximum and minimum arc height above that of
the theoretical circle center Will provide for the approximate
maximum and minimum diameter of the pipe. The ovality
can be calculated using the difference betWeen the maximum
and minimum diameter per pipe revolution.
It is knoWn in the industry that the same ultrasonic probe

playing numerical results on a display device.
4. A method as recited in claim 1 Wherein reporting

correlated ovality and Wall thickness values comprises dis
playing graphical results on a display device.
5. A method as recited in claim 1 Wherein reporting

correlated ovality and Wall thickness values comprises print
ing numerical results on a printer.
6. A method as recited in claim 1 Wherein reporting

correlated ovality and Wall thickness values comprises print
20

7. A method as recited in claim 1 Wherein reporting

correlated ovality and Wall thickness values comprises stor
ing the results in a data storage medium.
25

that is used to measure the Water path (W) can also be used
to measure the Wall thickness at the same location. Eccen

tricity may be calculated using the variation in Wall thick
ness per revolution of the pipe.
Since maximum and minimum diameter (ovality) may be

30

determined using substantially the same apparatus as that
used to measure Wall thickness and eccentricity they can be

correlated relative to position.
While the present invention has been described With
respect to a limited number of embodiments, those skilled in

35

the art Will appreciate numerous modi?cations and varia

tions therefrom. It is intended that the appended claims
40

What is claimed is:
1. A method for determining the maximum and minimum
diameter, Wall thickness and ovality of a tubular item at a

selected position along the length of the tubular item com

prising:

45

selected position;

means for determining the circumference of the tubular
item at the selected position;
means for calculating the diameter of a circle having a
a ?xture Which contacts the external surface of the tubular

item at tWo points in a plane substantially perpendicular
to the major axis of the tubular item;
means for rotating the tubular item While measuring the
distance from the surface of the tubular item at a point
halfWay betWeen the tWo points of contact to a mea
suring device located at a knoWn distance from a line

means for measuring the Wall thickness of the tubular

item While the tubular item is being rotated;
50

means for calculating a set of observed radii from the

measured distances from the surface of the tubular item
at a point halfWay betWeen the tWo points of contact to
the measuring device and the length of the line con

points in a plane substantially perpendicular to the
major axis of the tubular item;
rotating the tubular item While measuring the distance
from the surface of the tubular item at a point halfWay
betWeen the tWo points of contact to a measuring

item comprising:

connecting the tWo points of contact;

determining the circumference of the tubular item at the
calculating the diameter of a circle having a circumfer
ence equal to the determined circumference;
contacting the external surface of the tubular item at tWo

8. A method as recited in claim 1 Wherein determining the
circumference of the tubular item at the selected position
comprises a physical measurement of the circumference.
9. A method as recited in claim 1 Wherein determining the
circumference of the tubular item at the selected position
comprises calculating the circumference of a circle having a
radius equal to the mean radius of the set of observed radii.
10. An apparatus for determining the maximum and
minimum diameter, Wall thickness and ovality of a tubular
item at a selected position along the length of the tubular

circumference equal to the determined circumference;

cover all such modi?cations and variations as fall Within the

true spirit and scope of this present invention.

ing graphical results on a printer.

necting the tWo points of contact;
55

means for selecting the minimum and maximum values
from the set of observed radii;

device located at a knoWn distance from a line con

means for calculating the ovality of the tubular item using

necting the tWo points of contact;

the difference betWeen the maximum and minimum
diameters determined per revolution;
means for correlating calculated ovality and measured

measuring the Wall thickness of the tubular item While the

tubular item is being rotated;

60

Wall thickness values; and
means for reporting correlated ovality and Wall thickness
values.

calculating a set of observed radii from the measured
distances from the surface of the tubular item at a point
halfWay betWeen the tWo points of contact to the

measuring device and the length of the line connecting
the tWo points of contact;
selecting the minimum and maximum values from the set
of observed radii;

11. An apparatus as recited in claim 10 Wherein the means
65

for measuring the Wall thickness of the tubular item While
the tubular item is being rotated comprises an ultrasound
transducer.
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12. An apparatus as recited in claim 10 wherein the means

14. An apparatus as recited in claim 10 Wherein the means

for reporting correlated ovality and Wall thickness Values
comprises a display device.

for reporting correlated ovality and Wall thickness Values
comprises a data storage medium.

13. An apparatus as recited in claim 10 Wherein the means

for reporting correlated ovality and Wall thickness Values 5
comprises a printer.
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